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Intergenerational Locative
Play Routledge
Throughout the twentieth
century, governments
sought to achieve

'development' not only in
their own countries, but also
in other regions of the world;
particularly in Africa, Asia,
Latin America and the
Caribbean. This focus on
'development' as a goal has
continued into the twenty-
first century, for example
through the United Nations
Millennium Development
Targets. While development
is often viewed as
something very positive, it is
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also very important to
consider the possible
detrimental effects it may
have on the natural
environment, different social
groups and on the cohesion
and stability of societies. In
this important book, Katie
Willis investigates and
places in a historical
context, the development
theories behind
contemporary debates such
as globalization and
transnationalism. The main
definitions of 'development'
and 'development theory'
are outlined with a
description and explanation
of how approaches have
changed over time. The
differing explanations of
inequalities in development,
both spatially and socially,
and the reasoning behind
different development
policies are also considered.
By drawing on pre-twentieth
century European
development theories and

examining current policies in
Europe and the USA, the
book not only stresses
commonalities in
development theorizing over
time and space, but also the
importance of context in
theory construction. This
topical book provides an
ideal introduction to
development theories for
students in geography,
development studies, area
studies, anthropology and
sociology. It contains
student-friendly features,
including boxed case
studies with examples,
definitions, summary
sections, suggestions for
further reading, discussion
questions and website
information.
Research Methods John Wiley
& Sons
Study Guide and
Intervention/Practice
Workbook provides
vocabulary, key concepts,
additional worked out
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examples and exercises to help
students who need additional
instruction or who have been
absent.
Stories from a Migrant
City Routledge
Nationalists and
nativists often blame
the figure of the
immigrant 'other' for
society's ills,
contrasting this with
the 'local' or 'native'
whose livelihood and
way of life are seen as
under threat from
immigration. Being at
ease with difference is
seen as the worldview
of a cosmopolitan
elite.Stories from a
migrant city argues for
an urgent
transformation of how
such terms are
understood and
deployed. Drawing on
eight years of research

in an English provincial
city and a biographical
approach to oral
history, this book
challenges the ways in
which people have
come to be seen as
'migrants' or 'locals'
and understood to have
opposing interests. Non-
elite cosmopolitanism is
shown to be alive and
well, in spite of racism,
the legacies of empire
and the devastating
effects of four decades
of neoliberalism.
Carceral Geography
Psychology Press
Creation and access to green
spaces promotes individual
human health, especially in
therapeutic contexts among
those suffering traumatic
events. But what of the role of
access to green space and the
act of creating and caring for
such places in promoting
social health and well-being?
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Greening in the Red Zone
asserts that creation and access
to green spaces confers
resilience and recovery in
systems disrupted by violent
conflict or disaster. This edited
volume provides evidence for
this assertion through cases
and examples. The contributors
to this volume use a variety of
research and policy
frameworks to explore how
creation and access to green
spaces in extreme situations
might contribute to resistance,
recovery, and resilience of
social-ecological systems.
Places Through the
Body John Wiley &
Sons
In this volume, a
distinguished group
of scholars examine
the national
experiences of six
major twentieth-
century powers--
the United States,
Japan, Turkey,

China, India and
Germany—to discern
the centuries’
legacies for today
and the lessons for
tomorrow. They
explore core themes
including
anticolonialism,
democracy,
socialism,
nationalism,
industrialization,
nuclear weapons,
and globalization
and provide their
own personal
interpretations of
the century, as
well as their
respective nation’s
experiences and
historical memory
of the era.
Together, they
provide a broad
historical context
of the forces that
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shaped the
twentieth century
that will be of
interest to
scholars and
students of history
as well as
policymakers.
Elementary Geometry
for College Students
Taylor & Francis
Until the 1970s
gender had been
invisible in
analyses of social
space and place in
the androcentric
discipline of
geography. While
recent contributions
to feminist
geography have
challenged this, in
India the engagement
of geographers with
gender, by being
conservative in its
choice of focus and
orthodox in

methodology, has been
unable to destabilise
the established
disciplinary order.
However, with younger
scholars becoming
increasingly
interested in
studying gender in
geography, novel and
innovative methods
that include
combinations of
quantitative and
qualitative analyses,
visual sources and in-
depth case studies
are being tried out
and accepted in
geography despite its
masculine legacy.
This pioneering study
brings together
Indian geographers’
contributions to
understanding gender,
and through them,
seeks to enrich the
discipline of
geography. It engages
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with the recent
‘spatial turn’ in the
social sciences,
which has reclaimed
the explanatory power
of space and place in
social theory that
had been nearly lost
to deconstructive
postmodernist
scholarship. The
volume draws entirely
from the Indian
scholarship,
showcasing
contextualised
knowledge production,
but hopes to initiate
a a dialogue with
scholars elsewhere
working with feminist
methodologies.
Prentice Hall
Geometry Emerald
Group Publishing
Once touted as the
world’s largest
industry and also a
tool for fostering

peace and global
understanding,
tourism has
certainly been a
major force shaping
our world. The
recent COVID-19
crisis has led to
calls to transform
tourism and reset
it along more
ethical and
sustainable lines.
It was in this
context that calls
to "socialise
tourism" emerged (H
iggins-Desbiolles,
2020). This edited
volume builds on
this work by
employing the term
Socialising Tourism
as a broad
conceptual focal
point and guiding
term for industry,
activists and
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academics to
rethink tourism for
social and
ecological justice.
Socialising Tourism
means reorienting
travel and tourism
based on the
rights, interests,
and safeguarding of
traditional
ecological and
cultural knowledges
of local peoples,
communities and
living landscapes.
This means making
tourism work for
the public good and
taking seriously
the idea of putting
the social and
ecological before
profit and growth
as the world re-
emerges from the
COVID-19 pandemic.
This is an

essential first
step for tourism to
be made accountable
to the limits of
the planet.
Concepts discussed
include Indigenous
culture, toxic
tourism, a "theory
of care",
dismantling
whiteness,
decolonial tourism
and animal
oppression, among
others, all in the
context of a post-
COVID-19 world.
This will be
essential reading
for all upper-level
students, academics
and policymakers in
the field of
tourism. The
Introduction of
this book is freely
available as a
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downloadable Open
Access PDF under a
Creative Commons
Attribution-Non
Commercial-No
Derivatives 4.0
license available
at http://www.taylo
rfrancis.com/books/
9781003164616
EnVision Florida
Geometry Wiley-
Blackwell
Discover Shapes
Level B Reader: Find
the Polygon
Beginning readers
identify things that
are polygons in this
very simple 20-page
reader. Sample Text:
I see a polygon. The
gem is a polygon.
This book is a step-
up from the paired
book in the Discover
Shapes series,
POLYGON.
Doing Gender, Doing

Geography Routledge
This exciting
collection opens up
many new
conversations on
BodyPlace and
introduces new
theories of
embodied places and
the placing of
bodies. Extensive
introductory and
concluding sections
guide students
through the key
debates and themes.
Places Through the
Body draws on a
wide range of
contemporary
examples and
creative ideas to
address such topics
as: * How racist
ideologies are
embedded in modern
architechtural
discourse and
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practice * How
urban spaces make
bodies disabled *
How the seemingly
virtual worlds of
knowledge and
technology are
embodied * How gyms
enable women body
builders to make
new kinds of bodies
* How male bodies
are placed onto the
silver screen * New
kinds of femininity
Here geographers,
architects,
anthropologists,
artists, film
theorists,
theorists of
cultural studies
and psycho-analysis
work alongside each
other to make clear
connections between
bodies and places.
Socialising Tourism

Prentice Hall
Clifford Geertz, in
his 1973 'Inspection
of Cultures',
brought about an
epistemological
revolution. This
book maps the
circuits of cross-
fertilisations among
disciplines in the
humanities and
social sciences that
have developed from
Geertz's
'interpretive turn'.
Precalculus SAGE
This book offers
students and
practitioners a
sophisticated and
convincing framework
for rethinking the
usual approaches to
resource management.
It uses case studies
to argue that
professional resource
managers do not take
responsibility for the
social and
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environmental
consequences of their
decisions on the often
vulnerable indigenous
communities they
affect. It also
discusses the
invisibility of
indigenous people'
values and knowledge
within traditional
resource management.
It offers a new
approach to social
impact assessment
methods which are more
participatory and
empowering. The book
employs a range of
case studies from
Australia, North
America and Norway.

Rethinking Resource
Management Springer
Science & Business
Media
Exploring the
dynamic growth,
change, and
complexity of
qualitative

research in human
geography, The SAGE
Handbook of
Qualitative
Geography brings
together leading
scholars in the
field to examine
its history, assess
the current state
of the art, and
project future
directions. "In its
comprehensive
coverage,
accessible text,
and range of
illustrative
studies, past and
present, the
Handbook has
established an
impressive new
standard in
presenting
qualitative methods
to geographers." -
David Ley,
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University of
British Columbia
Moving beyond
textbook rehearsals
of standard issues,
the Handbook shows
how empirical
details of
qualitative
research can be
linked to the
broader social,
theoretical,
political, and
policy concerns of
qualitative
geographers and the
communities within
which they work.
The book is
organized into
three sections:
Part I: Openings
engages the history
of qualitative
geography, and
details the ways
that research, and

the researcher?s
place within it,
are conceptualized
within broader
academic,
political, and
social currents.
Part II: Encounters
and Collaborations
describes the
different
strategies of
inquiry that
qualitative
geographers use,
and the tools and
techniques that
address the
challenges that
arise in the
research process.
Part III: Making
Sense explores the
issues and
processes of
interpretation, and
the ways
researchers
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communicate their
results.
Retrospective as
well as prospective
in its approach,
this is geography?s
first peer-to-peer
engagement with
qualitative
research detailing
how to conceive,
carry out and
communicate
qualitative
research in the
twenty-first
century. Suitable
for postgraduate
students,
academics, and
practitioners
alike, this is the
methods resource
for researchers in
human geography.
The SAGE Handbook of
Qualitative Geography
Routledge

This book contains
readings of American,
British and European
postmodern dances
informed by feminist,
postcolonialist, queer
and poststructuralist
theories. It explores
the roles dance and
space play in
constructing
subjectivity. By
focusing on site-
specific dance, the
mutual construction of
bodies and spaces,
body-space interfaces
and 'in-between
spaces', the dances
and dance films are
read 'against the
grain' to reveal their
potential for
troubling conventional
notions of
subjectivity
associated with a
white, Western,
heterosexual able-
bodied, male norm.

California Geometry
Longman Scientific
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and Technical
Shadows of Power
examines public
policy and in
particular, the
communicative
processes of policy
and decision-making.
It explore the
important who, how
and why issues of
policy decisions.
Who really takes the
decisions? How are
they arrived at and
why were such
processes used? What
relations of power
may be revealed
between the various
participants? Using
stories from
planning practices,
this book shows that
local planning
decisions,
particularly those
which involve
consideration of
issues of 'public

space' cannot be
understood separately
from the socially
constructed,
subjective
territorial
identities, meanings
and values of the
local people and the
planners concerned.
Nor can it be fully
represented as a
linear planning
process concentrating
on traditional
planning policy-
making and decision-
making ideas of
survey analysis-plan
or officer recommenda
tion-council decision-
implementation. Such
notions assume that
policy-and decision-
making proceed in a
relatively
technocratic and
value neutral,
unidirectional, step-
wise process towards
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a finite end point.
In this book Jean
Hiller explores ways
in which different
values and mind-sets
may affect planning
outcomes and relate
to systemic power
structures. By
unpacking these and
bring them together
as influences on
participants'
communication, she
reveals influences at
work in decision-
making processes that
were previously
invisible. If
planning theory is to
be of real use to
practitioners, it
needs to address
practice as it is
actually encountered
in the worlds of
planning officers and
elected
representatives.
Hillier shed light on

the shadows so that
practitioners may be
better able to
understand the
circumstances in
which they find
themselves and act
more effectively in
what is in reality a
messy, highly
politicised decision-
making process.
Religion and Place
McGraw-Hill
Education
Discusses Africa's
involvement in
contemporary
neoliberal
globalization from a
social, economic,
political and
cultural
perspective. This
book describes the
unbalanced structure
of global wealth and
power between Africa
and the rest of the
world.
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Health Geographies
Routledge
Constituting over
ninety percent of
China's population,
Han is not only the
largest
ethnonational group
in that country but
also one of the
largest categories
of human identity
in world history.
In this
pathbreaking
volume, a
multidisciplinary
group of scholars
examine this
ambiguous identity,
one that shares
features with, but
cannot be subsumed
under, existing
notions of
ethnicity, culture,
race, nationality,
and civilization.

Political Geography
Routledge
Important policy
problems rarely fit
neatly within
existing
territorial
boundaries. More
difficult still,
individual
governments or
government
departments rarely
enjoy the power,
resources and
governance
structures required
to respond
effectively to
policy challenges
under their
responsibility.
These dilemmas
impose the
requirement to work
with others from
the public,
private, non-
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governmental
organisation (NGO)
or community
spheres, and across
a range of
administrative
levels and sectors.
But how? This book
investigates the
challenges—both
conceptual and
practical—of multi-
level governance
processes. It draws
on a range of cases
from Australian
public policy, with
comparisons to
multi-level
governance systems
abroad, to
understand factors
behind the
effective
coordination and
management of multi-
level governance
processes in

different policy
areas over the
short and longer
term. Issues such
as accountability,
politics and
cultures of
governance are
investigated
through policy
areas including
social,
environmental and
spatial planning
policy. The authors
of the volume are a
range of academics
and past public
servants from
different
jurisdictions,
which allows
previously hidden
stories and
processes of multi-
level governance in
Australia across
different periods
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of government to be
revealed and
analysed for the
first time.
Dance, Space and
Subjectivity
Houghton Mifflin
This invaluable
resource provides a
comprehensive
overview of the many
methods and
methodologies of
social research.
Each entry provides
a critical
definition and
examines the value
and difficulties of
a particular method
or methodology of
concept across
different fields of
social research.
Concepts include:
Action research
Chaos theory
Discourse analysis
Epistemology
Literature review

Interviewing Social
constructivism World
view With thematic
further reading
stretching across the
social sciences,
Research Methods: The
Key Concepts will
help readers develop
a firm understanding
of the rationale and
principles behind key
research methods, and
is a must-have for
new researchers at
all levels, from
undergraduate to
postgraduate and
beyond.
Greening in the Red
Zone Palgrave
MacMillan
This unique
collection
highlights the
importance of
landscape, politics
and piety to our
understandings of
religion and place.
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The geographies of
religion have
developed rapidly in
the last couple of
decades and this book
provides both a
conceptual framing of
the key issues and
debates involved, and
rich illustrations
through empirical
case studies. The
chapters span the
discipline of human
geography and cover
contexts as diverse
as veiling in Turkey,
religious landscapes
in rural Peru, and
refugees and faith in
South Africa. A
number of prominent
scholars and emerging
researchers examine
topical themes in
each engaging chapter
with significant foci
being: religious
transnationalism and
religious landscapes;

gendering of
religious identities
and contexts;
fashion, faith and
the body; identity,
resistance and
belief; immigrant
identities,
citizenship and
spaces of belief;
alternative
spiritualities and
places of retreat and
enchantment. Together
they make a series of
important
contributions that
illuminate the
central role of
geography to the
meaning and
implications of lived
religion, public
piety and religious
embodiment. As such,
this collection will
be of much interest
to researchers and
students working on
topics relating to
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religion and place,
including human
geographers,
sociologists,
religious studies and
religious education
scholars.
Common Core
Geometry Springer
Science & Business
Media
Health Geographies:
A Critical
Introduction
explores health and
biomedical topics
from a range of
critical geographic
perspectives.
Building on the
field’s past
engagement with
social theory it
extends the focus
of health geography
into new areas of
enquiry. Introduces
key topics in

health geography
through clear and
engaging examples
and case studies
drawn from around
the world
Incorporates multi-
disciplinary
perspectives and
approaches applied
in the field of
health geography
Identifies both
health and
biomedical issues
as a central area
of concern for
critically oriented
health geographers
Features material
that is alert to
questions of global
scale and
difference, and
sensitive to the
political and
economic as well
sociocultural
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aspects of health
Provides extensive
pedagogic materials
within the text and
guidance for
further study
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